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We consider the problem of maximizing a general pseudo-Boolean function. We formulate the 
problem as a constrained O-t polynomial program and show how to compute an upper bound 
on the maximum objective function value through the construction of a Lagrangean dual. It turns 
out that this Lagrangean dual yields an optimal objective value equal to the roof dual value for 
O-l polynomial programming problems. In fact, the posed Lagrangean dual motivates a linear pro- 
gramming problem whose dual is strongly related to the set of upper bounding planes known as 
roofs. Using this linear programming problem and the Kuhn-Tucker complementary slackness 
conditions, we show that for a given problem the task of determining whether a roof duality gap 
exists is equivalent to the checking of the consistency of a O-l quadratic posiform. This result is 
significant since the consistency of a O-l quadratic posiform can be checked in time linear in the 
number of terms. 
1. Introduction 
In their paper Roof duality, complementation and persistency in quadratic O-l 
optimization, Hammer, Hansen and Simeone [4] introduced the notions of paved 
and roof duality for unconstrained O-l quadratic programming problems (max- 
imization). The main idea behind these two types of duality is the construction of 
an approximation to the original quadratic function comprised of upper bounding 
linear functions, called paved upper planes. The term paved upper plane is used to 
refer to a special class of linear functions which yields an upper bound to the 
quadratic function for all possible realizations of the binary decision variables. The 
paved dual seeks to find that paved upper plane which, when maximizing over all 
possible binary solutions, produces the minimum value, say W(P). The roof dual 
is essentially the same problem with the set of paved upper planes restricted to be 
of a specific form. Letting W(R) represent the minimum possible value obtainable 
by maximizing a roof over the set of binary solutions, it is clear that IV(P) I W(R) 
since the set of roofs is contained within the set of paved upper planes. 
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A number of advancements in the theory of paved and roof duality have taken 
place since the pioneering work of Hammer, Hansen and Simeone [4]. Hansen, Lu 
and Simeone [5] were able to show that, due to the special manner in which roofs 
were defined, IV(P) = W(R). More recently, Adams and Dearing [l] demonstrated 
that the set of paved upper planes directly result from the Lagrangean dual of a 
linear reformulation, due to Glover and Woolsey [3], of the original quadratic prob- 
lem. They further proved that for any paved upper plane which is not a roof, there 
exists a roof which strictly dominates it (in the sense that for all binary values the 
roof provides an approximation to the original function at least as tight as the 
associated paved upper plane with strict improvement for some fixed binary values). 
Lu and Williams [6] and Hansen, Lu and Simeone [5] generalized many of the 
results of Hammer, Hansen and Simeone [4] to the case where the function is poly- 
nomial in the decision variables. 
In this paper, we contribute to the study of roof duality in two respects. First, 
we show that the value of the roof dual as defined by Lu and Williams [6] for the 
polynomial case can be obtained by solving the Lagrangean dual of a constrained 
nonlinear O-l programming problem. We accomplish this task by equating the 
linear programming formulation of the roof dual given by Lu and Williams [6] with 
a linear programming problem which derives from the Lagrangean dual problem. 
In fact, we explain roof duality for the O-l polynomial programming problem in 
terms of a Lagrangean dual to this linear program. This work is in the same spirit 
as that of Adams and Dearing [l] but allows for the consideration of O-l polynomial 
programs. Second, given an optimal dual solution to the proposed linear program- 
ming problem, we show how to exploit this problem’s special structure in developing 
an algorithm which will determine, in O(md) time where m is the number of linear 
programming constraints and d is the degree of the polynomial program, whether 
a duality gap exists. This algorithm essentially tests for a given optimal dual solution 
whether there exists a binary solution to the primal problem which satisfies com- 
plementary slackness by checking the consistency of a O-l quadratic posiform whose 
number of terms is bounded above by the product md. As shown by Aspvall, Plass 
and Tarjan [2], the testing of the consistency of a O-l quadratic posiform can be 
accomplished in time linear in the number of functional terms. 
2. The roof dual expressed in terms of Lagrangean relaxation 
We study in this paper the unconstrained O-l polynomial programming problem 
(Pl) 
of n variables x. Here, K is the number of nonlinear terms and for each k = 1, . . . , K, 
S(k)Cl={l,2,..., n} is the index set of binary variables whose product with the 
nonzero constant qk defines the kth term. 
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As observed by Lu and Williams [6], by introducing complemented variables K 
intoh(x)whereXi=l-xiVi=l,..., II, Problem Pl can be equivalently rewritten so 
that all terms of degree 2 or more have nonnegative coefficients, each term contains 
at most one complemented variable, and no term contains the same variable in com- 
plemented and uncomplemented form. Problem Pl can therefore be written without 
loss of generality in the following form to which we refer throughout the paper. 
(pa 
Adopting the notation of Lu and Williams [6], P represents the index set of all non- 
linear terms which do not contain a complemented variable, N represents the index 
set of all nonlinear terms which do contain a complemented variable, Q(k) c Z 
Vk E P, and R(k) c Z with T(k) $ R(k) Vk E N. For each term k E N, T(k) is the in- 
dex of the associated complemented variable. We further define the set Zc as the in- 
dex set of all variables x whose complement appears in Problem P2 and I,,, as the 
index set of all variables x whose complement does not appear in Problem P2 so that 
z,uz,=z. 
As the results in this paper closely relate to those of Lu and Williams [6], we take 
time here to briefly review that portion of their work relevant to our study. A linear 
function p(x) is a roof for Problem P2 if and only if p(x) is of the form 
p(X) = $ ljXi + C ‘kc1 -xT(k))+ c UikXi f c 
i=l keN ieR(k) ) keP (ip;(k) likxi) (‘I 
where u& V(i,k) 3ieR(k) and keN, ~ik V(i,k) 3iEQ(k) and keP, and uk VkeN 
are scalars satisfying 
(u, II, u) I 0 (2) 
with 
uk+ c Uik =ck VkEN and c A;k =dk VkeP. (3) 
icR(k) iEQ(k) 
Clearly, any roof p(x) is an upper bounding linear function of f(x,x) since for all 
x binary, 
C AikXj?dk fl Xi VkEPy 
ic Q(k) ie Q(k) 
uk(l -XT(~)) + C uikxi> ckxj-(k) n Xi VkE N. 
ieR(k) itsR(k) 
Letting R represent the set of all roofs, the roof dual is defined as W(R) = 
min,,, E R imax XEf41) I! p(x)}, and this value may be computed by solving the linear 
programming problem 
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@m ZLp = max i liXj + c dktk+ c ckwk, 
i=l k6P kcN 
s.t. tk<xi V(i,k) 3i~Q(k) and keP, 
Wk<l -XT(k) VkeN, 
&5x; V&k) 3iER(k) and keN, 
05x,51 VieI, 
t,zo VkeP, (4) 
Wk>O VkEN. (5) 
The set of roofs is complete in the sense that f(x) = min,,, l R p(x) for all x binary. 
The value W(R) is an upper bound on Zp, with the value 
W(R) - Zp, = min 
p&)ER ~X%Y4 -Xt”tz$ jpEi:/(x)j 
defined as the roof duality gap. 
Keeping in mind the work of Lu and Williams [6], we return our attention to Prob- 
lem P2 and rewrite this formulation without the variables xi by substituting yi =& 
Vi E IC so that the implicitly carried restrictions ,%!; =1 -xi for all i E I, can be ex- 
plicitly stated as xi +_Yi = 1 ViEI,. The result is Problem P3 below. 
(P3) zp3 = max d-‘&Y) = jI: /ix; + c d/c n Xi + c CkYT(k) n Xi, 
i=l kcP i E Q(k) kcN is R(k) 
s.t. Xi+yi=l ViEZc, (6) 
xi binary Vi E Z, 
yi binary Vie I,. 
It is our intent to show that the Lagrangean dual of Problem P3 obtained by placing 
constraints (6) into the objective function yields the roof dual value W(R)=Z,, 
for Problem P2. To accomplish this, we first construct the Lagrangean dual prob- 
lem and show, using a method of Rhys [7], that the resulting Lagrangean binary 
subproblems can be solved as linear programs. Using this information, we compute 
a linear programming problem whose optimal objective function value equals that 
of the Lagrangean dual. This linear program is then equated with Problem LP. To 
begin, we associate with each constraint in (6) a dual multiplier rci and construct the 
Lagrangean dual function LD(n) given below by dualizing constraints (6) using 
these multipliers. Problem LD(n) is given below. 
where 
Z rD = min LD(lr) 
(n) 




+ c dk ,tvck) Xi + k;N CkYT(k) 
kcP ie!$k) xi] 
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Observe that for any fixed values of rc and any binary solution (x, y) to Problem 
LD(rr), the three families of inequalities 
n XiSXj V(i,k) 3ieQ(k) and kEP, (7) 
1 E Q(k) 
YT(I() n xi ~YTW Vke N, 
iER(k) 
YT(k) II xisxi 
ie R(k) 
V(i,k) 3iER(k) and kEN (9) 
are redundant. Consequently, we can include constraints (7), (8) and (9) in Problem 
LD(n) without changing the feasible region or the objective function value at any 
feasible point. We define Problem LD2(7r) as Problem LD(n) with these redundant 
constraints included and note that Z,n = min(,) LD(7c) = min(,) LD2(n). 
Consider now for any fixed values of rc the continuous relaxation of Problem 
LD2(7r), denoted Problem CLD2(n), obtained by replacing in the objective func- 
tion and the constraints the product terms niEQck, Xi Vkc P and yr(k) niERckI Xi 
Vkc N with continuous variables, say tk Vke P and wk Vke N respectively, and 
relaxing the x and y binary restrictions to Xi 2 0 Vi E I, Xi I 1 Vi E IN and yi 2 0 Vi E I,. 
The linear program Problem CLD2(n) is equivalent to Problem LD2(7c) in that 
given any fixed values of rr there will always exist an optimal solution (x, y, w, t) to 
Problem CLD2(7r) with x and y binary and with tk=njEQck) Xi VkeP and wk = 
yr(k) &6R(kI xi Vke N. This equivalence follows from a result of Rhys [7] in that 
for any fixed values of rc the dual to Problem CLD2(n) can be expressed as a feasi- 
ble, bounded minimum cost network flow problem with integer objective function 
coefficients. Consequently, there must exist an optimal solution to Problem CLD2(7r) 
with x and y binary. Moreover, since dk > 0 Vk E P and ck > 0 Vk E N, primal op- 
timality ensures that tk = mini, Q(kI {x,} Vk E P and wk = min{ y,(k), mini, R(k) Xi} 
Vk E N. Hence, min(,) LD2(7r) = min(,) CLD2(7r), and we are now in a position to 
state and prove our first main result. 
Theorem 1. W(R) = Z,,. 
Proof. Since W(R) = Z,,, we prove the theorem by showing that Z,, = Z,,. Z,, = 
min(,) CLD2(7c) so that 
z,n = max iFrlix; fkFp dktk + c ck wk, 
keN 
s.t. Xi+_Yi=l ViEI,, (10) 
tksxi V(i,k) 3ieQ(k) and keP, (11) 
WkSYT(k) VkeN, (12) 
wk’xi V(i,k) 3iER(k) and kEN, (13) 
XilO ViEI, 
x; I 1 VieI,, 
YiIO VieZ,. 
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By substituting yi = 1 -xi Vi E Zc in the above linear programming problem as sug- 
gested by constraints (lo), and observing that (4) and (5) are redundant at any op- 
timal solution to Problem LP since ck > 0 Vk E N and dk > 0 Vk E P, it follows that 
Z,,=Z,o and the proof is complete. Cl 
Clearly, Z,o?Z,, since the linear programming problem given in the proof of 
the above theorem is a relaxation of Problem P2. Strict inequality can occur with, 
as alluded to earlier, the value Z Lo - Zp2 defined as the roof duality gap. We pre- 
sent in the following section an algorithm for determining in O(md) time where m 
is the number of constraints of the linear formulation found in the proof of Theo- 
rem 1 (as well as in the upcoming formulations P4 and CP4) and d is the degree 
of Problems Pl and P2 whether there exists a duality gap: that is whether Z,,= 
Z p2. Given an optimal set of dual multipliers to this linear program, the procedure 
tests whether a complementary primal feasible solution exists with x and y binary 
and with tk = ni, Qckj xi VkEN and wk =yTck) fliFR(kJ xi Vke P. If such a solution 
does exist, the procedure produces the same. 
Before proceeding to the following section, however, we take a moment to point 
out the relationship between the set of all roofs p(x) E R to Problem P2 and the dual 
feasible region to the linear program found in the proof of Theorem 1. Observe that 
if we define dual multipliers to constraints (1 l), (12) and (13) as Aik V(i, k) 3 i E Q(k) 
and k E P, uk Vk E N, and Uik V(i, k) 3 i E R(k) and k E N, then the two families of 
equations in (3) are precisely the dual feasibility restrictions corresponding to the 
primal variables wk Vk E N and tk Vk E P respectively, and the nonnegativity re- 
strictions on U, A and v given in (2) are the dual variable nonnegativity restrictions. 
In fact, by substituting yi = 1 -xi Vi E Zc in this linear program to obtain the problem 
s.t. tk<x; V(i,k) 3ieQ(k) and keP, 
w,<l -XT(k) VkeN, 





which is Problem LP without the redundant constraints (4) and (S), the result fol- 
lows directly that a linear function p(x) of the form (1) is a roof to Problem P2 if 
and only if it can be computed by dualizing constraints (14), (15) and (16) using 
multipliers ,%;k V(i, k) 3 i E Q(k) and k E P, uk Vk E N, and Uik V(i, k) 3 i E R(k) and 
k E N respectively which are dual feasible to this problem. Hence, the roof dual as 
defined by Lu and Williams [6] for O-l polynomial programming problems can be 
explained completely in terms of Lagrangean duality. 
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3. Determining the existence of a duality gap 
Consider Problem P3 and observe, as before, that constraints (7), (8) and (9) are 
redundant for all binary values of x and y. Let us therefore equivalently rewrite 
Problem P3 as Problem P4 below where the redundant constraints (7), (8) and (9), 
and the redundant constraints x, r0 VieZ, xi5 1 ViEI,, and Xj 20 ViEZ, are ex- 
plicitly stated. Here, we have substituted pi =yj Vi E I,. 
s.t. Xj+~i=l ViEZC, (17) 
n x;<x; V(i,k) 3i~Q(k) and keP, (18) 
ieQ(k) 
R7-(k);~~k)Xi-T(k) vkEN, (19) 
-%(I() ; E;k) xi 5 xi V(i,k) EJicR(k) and HEN, (20) 
x; I 0 ViEZ, (21) 
Xii 1 ViEIN, (22) 
aj 2 0 ViEZ,. (23) 
The proof of Theorem 1 shows that the relaxation of Problem P3 which results 
by forming a Lagrangean dual with constraints (17) placed in the objective function 
yields the same optimal objective function value as the continuous relaxation of Prob- 
lem P4, say Problem CP4, obtained by treating all product terms as continuous 
variables and eliminating the x and K binary restrictions. The shared optimal objec- 
tive function value to these relaxed problems is precisely the roof dual value W(R). 
Consequently, the roof duality gap may be equivalently defined as .Z,,,- Z,,. 
The formulation of Problem CP4 is presented below for convenience where tk= 
ni, Q(k) X; VkE P and w,=.?,(k) niERckJ Xi VkE N. 
(CP4) .&,, = max c /ixi+ c dktk + 1 ckwk, 
iel kcP keN 
s.t. x,+X;=1 ViEZ,, (24) 
tksxi V(i,k) 3ieQ(k) and keP, (25) 
wk I XT(k) V k E N, (26) 
wk’x; V(i,k) 3ieR(k) and keN, 
x; 2 0 VieZ, 
x; 5 1 VieIN, 





The linear program Problem CP4 possesses a special structure which, given any 
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optimal dual solution, allows one to determine in O(M) time where m is the num- 
ber of constraints and d is the degree of Problems Pl and P2, whether Z,,, = Zp4; 
that is, whether a roof duality gap exists. If no duality gap exists, a binary optimal 
solution to Problem P4 can be readily computed. Theorem 2 below shows that, 
given any optimal dual solution to Problem CP4, the issue of determining whether 
a roof duality gap exists to Problem P2 can be reduced to checking the consistency 
of a O-l quadratic posiform whose number of terms is no greater than md. Using 
the result of Aspvall, Plass and Tarjan [2] that the consistency of a O-l quadratic 
posiform can be checked in time linear in the number of quadratic terms, Theorem 2 
shows that, given any optimal dual solution to Problem CP4, the determination of 
the existence of a roof duality gap to Problem P2 can be accomplished in O(md) 
time. 
Theorem 2. Let rc; Vi E I,, ~ik Q(i, k) 3 i E Q(k) and k E P, uk Qk E N, Uik Q(i, k) 
3 i E R(k) and k E N, pi Qi E I, y, Qi E IN and yi Qi E Ic denote an optimal set of dual 
multipliers to constraints (24)-(30) respectively of Problem CP4. Then there exists 
no roof duality gap (Z,,, = Z,,) if and only if the O-1 quadratic posiform 
P(X,X)= C Xj+ C Xi+ C Kj+ C 
ieI ieI*, ielc ~GP ie&k) jt&f)Xix’ 
pz+o Y,fO Y, fO LkfO j+i 
is consistent . 
Proof. To begin, observe that the slack variables to constraints (18)-(23) of 
Problem P4 are, respectively, xi(l -njEQ(k),jzi Xj) Q(i, k) 3i~ Q(k) and kEP, 
%k)(l - &GR(k) xi) QkeN, xi(l-RT(k) IIjf.,,,,j+i / x.) Q(i,k) 3iER(k) and keN, 
-xi Qi E I, xi Vi E I,,,, and -~; Qi E I,. Surrogating constraints (17)-(23) of Problem 
P4 using the given set of optimal dual multipliers to constraints (24)-(30) respective- 
ly while explicitly writing the slack variable values in terms of x and R, we obtain 
where 
f(x,.@+g(x,@ = ZCP, Qx binary (32) 
C A;jf j 1 - n 
k6P i~Q(k) x ( j.P(*,xj) 
j#i 
j+i 
Note that by dual feasibility to Problem CP4, the coefficients on all terms in 
g(x,$ are nonnegative. consequently, g(x,R)>O for all binary x with Zcp4 = 
max,,t, ll~,lG(O,ll~,~l f(x,R)=Zp4 if and only if g(x,K) is consistent; that is, Zcp4= 
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Zpq if and only if there exists a binary x with g(x,R) = 0. Using the fact that all 
terms in g(X,X) have nonnegative coefficients along with the Boolean identity that 
for anyLcZandanyiEI,Xi(l-njELXj)=Oifandonlyif CjELXiXj=Oo, weob- 
tain that g(X, X) is consistent if and only if the O-l quadratic posiform P(x, K) is con- 
sistent. Hence, there exists no roof duality gap if and only if P(x,R) is consistent, 
and the proof is finished. 0 
In addition to answering the question as to the existence of a roof duality gap for 
Problem P2, the proof of Theorem 2 has two important consequences. First, as the 
number of terms in g(x,n) equals the number of constraints in Problems P4 and 
CP4, and each term in g(x,X) promotes at most d terms in P(x,X) where d is the 
degree of Problems Pl and P2, the quadratic posiform P(x,R) can include at most 
md terms where m is the number of constraints in Problems P4 and CP4. Hence, 
by the result of Aspvall, Plass and Tarjan [2], the checking of the existence of a roof 
duality gap can be accomplished in O(md) time. Second, since the quadratic posi- 
form P(x,K) is consistent if and only if g(x,R) is consistent with g(x,X) = 0 for some 
binary x if and only if P(x, 2) = 0 for the same binary x, any x (if one exists) satisfy- 
ing P(x, R) = 0 must be an optimum to Problems Pl and P2 with objective function 
value Z cp4 = Z,,. Hence, if no roof duality gap exists, a binary optimum is readily 
available. 
We conclude our study by presenting in the following section a two-part numerical 
example to illustrate the applications of Theorems 1 and 2. For the first part of the 
example we provide an unconstrained O-l polynomial programming problem, re- 
write it in the form of Problems P2 and P3, and present the formulation of Prob- 
lem P4 whose continuous relaxation yields the roof dual value. We then solve the 
continuous relaxation of Problem P4 to obtain an optimal primal and dual solution, 
construct P(x,R), and show that P(x,X) is inconsistent. Hence, by Theorem 2, we 
show that a roof duality gap exists for this problem. The second part of the example 
considers the same problem with two objective function coefficients altered. For this 
second case, the resulting quadratic posiform P(x,X) turns out to be consistent, and 
hence no roof duality gap will exist. 
4. Example 
Consider the unconstrained O-l cubic programming problem in 4 variables given 
below. 
max h(x) = -x3+x,x,-x,x,+~2~3+~3~~-~,~2~3+~,~~~~-x2~3~4. (33) 
x binary 
By substituting xj = 1 -Xi for the smallest indexed variable in each of the nonlinear 
terms x,x,, x1x2x3 and ~2~3x4 with negative coefficients, this problem can be 
equivalently rewritten in the general form of Problem P2 as follows 
max f(x, x) = -x3 -x4 + x1x3 + x1x4 +x,x2x3 + x1x2x4 + j$x3x4, 
x,2 binary 
(34) 
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where all terms of degree 2 or more have nonnegative coefficients, each term con- 
tains at most a single complemented variable, and no term contains the same 
variable in both complemented and uncomplemented form. If we number the non- 
linear terms x,x3, R1xq, X1x2x3, X1X2X4 and R1x3x4 in the order in which they appear 
inf(x,X) as 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 respectively, the sets P, N, Q(k) VkE P, R(k) and T(k) 
Vks N, I, and IN defined in Section 2 can be readily computed. By definition, P= 
{1,4} and N={2,3,5} with Q(1)={1,3}, Q(4)={1,2,4), R(2)=(4), R(3)={2,3), 
Z?(5) = { 3,4}, T(2) = 1, T(3) = 1 and T(5) = 2. Further, since the complements of the 
variables xi and x2 are found in (34) while the complements of x3 and x, are not, 
Zc= (1721, ZN= (3,419 and Z= I, U IN = { 1,2,3,4}. We can now construct the for- 
mulations of Problem P3 and Problem P4 described in Sections 2 and 3. These two 
formulations are given below as (35) and (36) respectively. 
max g(x, Y) = -X3 -X4 + XIX3 +ylX4 fyIX2X3 +X1X2X4 +y2X3X4, (35) 
s.t. x,+y,=l, 
x,+y2=1, 
X1, X2, X3, X4, ~1, ~2 binary; 
max f(X, x) = -X3 -X4 + XIX3 + x1X4 + x,X2X3 + X1X2X4 + x2X3X4, (36) 
s.t. x*+x,=1 with dual set 1: [l.S], dual set 2: [l.O], 
x,+x2=1 P.01, w-31, 
x1x3 5 x1 11.01, 11.01, 
x1x3 I x3 w.01, [O.Ol, 
x1x4 I: x1 to.51, t1.01, 
x,x4 I x4 10.51, w.01, 
X,X2X3 5 X1 [l-O1 ~0.01, 
KlX2X3 5 X2 [O.Ol, 11.01, 
X1X2X3 5 X3 P.01, w.01, 
X1X2X4 5 Xl LO.517 Kw 7 
X1X2X4 5 X2 P.01, 11.01, 
X1X2X4 4 X4 w.51, PO1 7 
X2X3X4 5 X2 P.01, P.01, 
x2X3X4 5 X3 t1.01, t1.01, 
X2X3X4 5 X4 P.01, 11.01, 
x1 2 0 w.01, to.017 
X220 [O.Ol, w.01, 
X3LO WI, WI 7 
x420 to.01, to.01, 
x3 5 1 ]O.Ol, Wll 
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x451 10.01, WI, 
R, 20 w.01, WI, 
&72rO w.01, [O.O]. 
x,, x2, x3, x4, R,, x2 binary 
As explained earlier, the optimal objective function values to the integer programs 
(33), (34), (35) and (36) are equal. Moreover, by Theorem 1, the optimal solution 
to the Lagrangean dual to (35) obtained by placing the two equality constraints into 
the objective function using dual multipliers is equal to the optimal solution to the 
continuous relaxation of (36) obtained by replacing all product variables with con- 
tinuous variables via the substitutions l, =x1x3, t4 = ~1~2x4, w2 =X1 x4, ~3 = Rlxzx3 
and ws =,~22xsx4 and eliminating the x and K binary restrictions, and this value is the 
upper bound on the integer problem called the roof dual. (The reader can verify that 
the multipliers 72, = - 1.5 and 7r2 = 0 are optimal to this Lagrangean dual with objec- 
tive function value 1.5.) 
We solved the continuous relaxation of (36) to obtain an optimal primal and dual 
solution. The optimal primal solution obtained is t, = t, = w2 = w3 = w5 =x1 =x2 = 
x3 =x4 =X1 =X2 = 0.5 with objective function value 1.5. The optimal dual solution is 
given above in the column: with dual set 1. Here, the constant next to each con- 
straint in the formulation above is the optimal dual variable corresponding to the 
associated constraint in the continuous relaxation. Surrogating these constraints 
using the computed multipliers while observing the nature of the slack variables as 
given in the proof of Theorem 2, we obtain that 
f(x, n) + g(x, 2) = 1.5 for all x binary, 
where 
g(X,K) =X,(1 -X3)+0.5Xi(l -X4)+0.5(1 -Ri)X4+Ri(l -X2X3) 
+0.5X1(1 -X2X4)+0.5X4(1 -XiX2)+X3(l-X2X4). 
By Theorem 2, there is no duality gap if and only if the O-l quadratic posiform 
-- 
P(X, R) =X,X2 + Xix3 + Xix4 + X*X4 + Xix4 +X1X2 + X,X3 + X1X4 + X2X3 +X2X4 
+ x3x4 
is consistent. The reader may verify that P(x,X) is inconsistent and, subsequently 
by Theorem 2, that a duality gap exists. (Multiple optimal solutions to ~(X,R) exist 
including x1 =x2 =x3 =x4 = 1 with objective function value 0, and thus the duality 
gap is 1.5.) 
If one alters slightly the original function h(x) by changing the coefficients of 1 
and -1 on the terms x3x4 and ~2~3x4 to 4 and -4 respectively, (33) will become 
maX 
x binary 
h(X) = -X3 +X1X3 - Xix4 + X2X3 + 4X3X4 - X,X2X3 +X1X2X4 - 4X2X3X4 
and (34) will be of the form 
max f(x, R) = -x3 -x4 + x1x3 + X,x, +X,x,x, + x,x,x, + 4Xzx3x4. (37) 
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Problem P4 will change only in that the objective functionf(x,x) will have a coeffi- 
cient of 4 on the product &,x3xq as in (37). If we call this new version of Problem 
P4, Problem NP4, the same primal solution will be optimal to the continuous relax- 
ation of Problem NP4 as to the continuous relaxation of Problem P4 with the op- 
timal objective function value 3. Moreover, an optimal set of dual variable values 
will be as given in the column: with dual set 2. Now, if we surrogate the set of con- 
straints using this second set of dual variables, we obtain that 
f(x,~) + g(x,X) = 3.0 for all x binary, 
where f(x,~) is as given in (37) and 
g(x,@ =x1(1 -Xs)+Ri(l -x,)+x*(1 -&xs)+xz(l -x,x,)+2X~(l -xsxq) 
+x,(1 -&xq)+xq(l -&X3). 
By Theorem 2, there is no duality gap if and only if the O-l quadratic posiform 
_- 
P(X, .F) =X1X2 + _FlXz + X,X3 + XIX, + X2X3 + X7_.Y3 + X2X4 + Xz.Fd + .%?2_Y3 + I?,,?4 
+ X3& +x3x4 
is consistent. P(x,R) is consistent in this case with (x1,x2,x3,x4) =(LO, 1,l) or 
(xi, x2, x3, x4) = (0, 0, l,l). Hence, f(x, 2) has an optimal integer solution of value 3, 
and this value is realized at the binary solutions (x1,x2,x3,xq) = (LO, 1,l) and 
(~1,~2,x3,~~)=(0,0,1,1). 
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